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Colour centres
programmablepocket
calculators. The essential
point to observe is that the computational formalism need not be understood line for line. The main
purpose in introducing this topic is to generate the
excitementand fascination of interpretingexperimentalobservations with the use of atheoretical
model,and to show how one brings theory into
closer accord with reality by progressive improvement of the model. It can thus be convincingly
demonstrated that physics is something more than
just an incoherent intellectual game with models.
Although the objective of scientific theories is
well demonstrated here, this is not the only problem in physics which can generate enthusiasm and
provide stimulation. The methods of didactics occupy a special place in gaining access to the fundamental questions of modern solid state physics. For
instance, a didactic approach could be taken to the
relationship between optical absorption and electrical conductivity. The theoretical concepts of the
band model can be related to the experimental data
in a way similar to the potential model of F-centres
(Kuhn 1979a).For example, itis possible in this
way to determinethe
energygap
between the
valence and conduction bands by measuring the
light absorption of CdS
a
crystal. In practice
luminescence phenomena andlatticedefects
in
semiconductors find many useful applications in
modern technology.
As a further didactic application, the
onedimensional potential well model can be easily
extended to three dimensions to provide important
access to the orbital model of the hydrogen atom
and its application to chemistry (Kuhn 1979b).
Finally, on the basis of the general methodological implication which emergesfrom the potential
well model, the proposed treatment of the colour
centres should be recognised as a valuable contribution to that most important of didactic taskssimplification of presentation. With regard to ‘perfection’, however, we should like to remain with
the sentiment of the introductory remark.
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Abstract The aim of this study was to explore and
analyse ‘spontaneous’ ways of reasoning (SW) of students in elementary kinematics (uniform motion in
galilean frames). A set of experiments presented to 80
eleven-year-old children and to some 700 first- and
fourth-year university students showed types of right
and wrong answer which varied little from one sample
of pupils to another. It seems difficult to attribute these
results solely to school learning; but they can be
well
accounted for if we assume the existence of an organised system which we call the ‘natural model’, as opposed to the kinematic model of the physicists. This
model involves two components which always interact:
a purely descriptive one describing motion, and a causal
one explaining motion.
The causal component stems from the permanence
of
a link between motion and its causes. Motion and velocity are considered as permanent physical properties
of
the moving body alone, independent
of observers, and
tend to be defined through reference to the driving
forces which cause them, and
not to frames. Although
situations with drag exemplify the need to distinguish
between different velocities for different frames, students never think in terms of frames, and combine
not
‘causes’ of motion with one another as forces and
as kinematic velocities: the concepts
of force and velocity are not very clearly distinguished.
The descriptive component involves two quite different aspects. The first affects travelled distances and trajectories, which are ‘frozen’ in a unique and purely
geometrical space, independent of observers. This
‘geometrisation’ of motion results from the elimination
of temporal considerations. The second concerns the
viewpoints of various observers. Students consider two
kinds of motion: ‘true’ or ‘real’ motion which is intrinsic
because it has a recognised dynamical cause, and ‘apparent’ motion which is perceived as an optical illusion,
Some consequences for teaching can be drawn from
these results, and some pedagogical suggestions are
made to help students to overcome their difficulties.
0143-0807/80/020073+08$01.50
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Resume Cette itude a pour but d’explorer et d’analyser les raisonnements ‘spontants’ des Ctudiants en
cintmatique tltmentaire (mouvements uniformes et
rtftrentiels galiltens). Une sirie d’exptriences portant
sur 80 enfants de 11 ans et u n peu plus de 700
Ctudiants de premiere et quatrikme annte d’universitt
montre que l’on trouve chez,les uns et les autres des
types de riponses (justes ou fausses) trks similaires. Ces
risultats peuvent difficilement Stre attribukes a l’enseignement scolaire seul: en revanche, il est possible
d’en rendre compte en supposant l’existence d’un
systeme organist que nous avons appeli ‘modkle
naturel’ par opposition au modkle cintmatique du
physicien. Ce modele prtsente deux aspects diffirents
qui, cependant, interferent en permanence: le premier
esr purement descriptif et le second causal ou explicatif.
L’aspect causal trouve son origine dans l’existence
d’une association stable entre cause motrice et mouvement. Le mouvement et lavitesse sont consus comme
ttant une proprittt physique de I’objet mobile sed,
indipendante des observateurs: ils sont difinis a partir
des causes motrices qui leur donnent naissance et non
dans des rtfirentiels. Bien que les situations avec
entrainement favorisent la reconnaissance de vitesses
diffirentes dans des riftrentiels diffirents, les itudiants
ne raisonnent jamais en termes de riftrentiels et combinent ‘les causes’ de mouvements les unes avec les
autres comme des forces et non comme des vitesses:
les concepts de forces et de vitesse sont tres peu
diffkrenciks.
L’aspect descriptif comprend deux volets distincts. Le
premier concerne les distances parcourues et les trajectoires qui sont ‘figkes’ dans un espace unique, purement gtomttrique et indipendant des observateurs.
Cette giometrisation des mouvements rtsulte de
I’Climination du temps. Le second concerne les points
de vuede diffirents observateurs. Les ttudiants
considerent deux sortes de mouvements: les mouvements ‘vrais’ ou ‘riels’ qui sont intrinskques car ils ont
unecause dynamique identifiable, et les mouvements
‘apparents’ qui sont persus comme des fictions 011 des
illusions d’optique.
Quelques consequences ptdagogiques peuvent &tre
rirtes de ces rtsultats qui permettent de faire quelques
suggestions susceptibles d’aider les itudiants a surmonter leurs difficultis.

knowledge,however,but
as anoriginalmental
construction.
SWR t o light in thereWeattempttobring
stricted domain of elementary kinematics. It seems
clear that, if our hypothesis concerning its existence
andinfluence is correct,anunderstanding
of its
characteristics is necessary if teaching methods are
to be devised to provide an efficient counteraction.
W e must stress that, to disclose SWR, it is necessarytorelinquishanyattempttoobtain‘correct’
answersfromstudents:what
is sought is theinterpretation, built up by students themselves, of a
given problem,theconceptsandrepresentations
upon which their logic is founded, and the line of
argumenttheyfollow,whateverthesolutionthey
finally obtain.

2 Field of investigation
We studied the attitudes of students towards problems involving uniform motion in changing galilean
physicist, describing
frames of reference.Forthe
motion implies that the frame to which the motion
refers must be specified; the motion
is studied by
observers attached to this frame who use a stock of
adequaterulesand
clockswhich
enablethemto
performmeasurementsandquantitativedescriptions.This is alreadydifferentfromtheeveryday
situation in which ‘references’areinsteadlandmarks depending on the relative positions of observers and which is essentially a purely spatial notion,
withouttheintervention
of timeconsiderations;
thus reference frames (in the physicist’s sense) are
seldom or never explicitly defined, and qualitative
descriptions are ultimately needed.
The mathematical notions and relations required
tosolvethe
class of simpleproblems we studied
(uniform motion in galilean frames) are very simple
and few in number:
(a) The galilean invariance
of lengths and ‘instantaneousdistances’(that
is, distancesbetweenthe
positions of moving bodies at the same instant)
(b) The law of velocity composition

1 Introduction
It is well known that, from year
to year, students
frequentlyrepeatthesameerrorswhendealing
with basic problems. The study we report here was
undertaken to test the hypothesis that these common difficulties actually
reveal
‘natural’
a
or
‘spontaneous’? way of reasoning, which is not at all
erratic but, on the contrary, rather well structured.
This spontaneous way of reasoning ( s m j develops
before teaching is offered, and is essentially independent of the various items of knowledge learnt at
school, with which it may co-exist to a large extent
and for a considerable time. It should not be considered as a distorted ‘reinterpretation’ of this school

t ‘Natural’ or ‘spontaneous’ here means ‘independent of
teaching‘, either at school or university level.

uB(M) = uA(M) + uB(A)
(2)
where u,(M), for instance, stands for thevelocity of
body M in the reference frame of observer A.
(c) The galilean invariance of time
At, = At,,

tA =

t,.

(3)

(d)The law of composition of displacements,a
useful consequence of (2) and (3), seldom stated in
textbooks,

where dA(M), for instance, represents the distance
travelled by body M in the frame of observer A.
Themathematical
skill necessary to transform
theserelationstosolvetheproblemsconsidered
below is very limited,andthe
lack of such skill

ning

7s

Spontaneous
cannot by itself explainthefailuresobserved.
On
the other hand, some of the concepts involved are
far from simple. The notion of the reference frame,
with the transportable clocks and rules used by the
observers, implies several physical properties which
extendfarbeyondtheboundaries
of kinematics.
And tne very idea that motion can only be defined
relative to a frame, all galilean frames being equivalent, contradicts the common recognition
of rest
asopposedtomotion,andthecommonlyused
expressions‘truemotion’asopposedto‘apparent
motion’.Aretheserelatedonlytoa
linguistic
habit? Do they not reveal a conceptual distinction
which is
in
directcontradiction
of thegalilean
model which is to be learnt?

3 Methodology
Apreliminaryinvestigationwasorganisedamong
SO first-yearuniversitystudents.Theywere
given
three exercises, which were actually the same problem in different guises: motion is observed by two
observers.themselves in relative motion-are the
velocitiesandthedistancestravelledidenticalfor
both observers?
Anegativeanswer
is systematicallyexpected.
Nevertheless:
(i) A high percentage of errors appears (up to 36%
for velocities and63%fordistancesfora
given
exercise; for all exercises 60% of students made at
least one error for velocities and 80% at least one
error for distances).
(ii) Answers depend strongly on the physical context.
(iii) Moreover, when a student gives different anson the conwers to the same question. depending
text, and is urgedtorecognisethesimilaritiesbetween the exercises, he will often fail to do so, or if
he does realise these similarities he
will nevertheless stick to his originalidearegarding
velocities
and distances.
(iv) It appears that anwers for
velocities and answers for distances are largely uncorrelated.
Clearly,studentsfrequently
fail tomasterthe
galileankinematicmodel withwhich teachinghas
provided them-this is really no surprise-but their
errors are context-dependent. Thusit remains to be
understood why some physical situations are more
favourable than others to the recognition that velocitiesanddistancestravelledaredifferent,and
why velocitiesaremorereadilytransformed
in a
frame change than distances. We sought answers to
thesequestionsthroughanumber
of experiments
involving a total of some 700 students.
In each
experiment,
anonymous
paper-andpencil tests were given for some 20 minutes. Each
test involved solving a qualitative exercise, with as
few numbersandsymbols as possible(toprevent
themechanicalapplication
of formulaeandthe
intrusion of effects related to mathematical ability),
dealing with uniform motion in two dimensions. (In
morethanonedimension,thedirections
of vel-

ocities and distances themselves differ from frame
toframe,andthisfurnishesvaluableinformation
on how the problem is dealt with.)
Each experiment was centred on a definite exercise scheme, and the various tests in the experiment
corresponded
to
various
forms
of the
overall
scheme.Wecouldthusmore
easily reveal‘constants of motion’ and relevant parameters.
By collatingtheinformationobtained,
we were
finally abletopinpointanumber
of rulesand
relationsdescribing SWR, theexistence of which
we had postulated. Although these rules and relations were not always evinced by the students, they
do account coherently for
all answers and thereby
form an organised system of thought which we term
the ‘natural model?’, as opposed to the kinematic
model of the physicist. This model is in fact rarely
found in its purestate:mostoften,students
will
stand somewhere between the natural and kinematic models. Moreover, some elements of the natural
model are even found in the speech of professional
physicists-convincing evidence of its existence.

4 Description of the ‘natural model’
The‘naturalmodel’
is quitecomplex,because
it
involvestwocomponents
whichalways interact:a
purelydescriptiveonedescribingmotion,anda
causal
one
explaining
motion.
In otherwords,
kinematic
and
dynamic
considerations
are
not
clearly separatedanddistinguishedastheyare
in
conventional mechanics.
4.1. The causal component of the natural model
Thiscomponentstemsfromthepermanence
of a
link between motion and its causes. Motion is thus
endowed with an intrinsic existence and tends to be
definedthroughreferencetothedrivingforces
which cause it. These forces are in turn considered
to be permanent physical properties of the moving
bodies, independent of observers: we shall emphasise these
characteristics
by calling
such
forces
‘proper driving forces’.
Velocitiesareonly
very looselydefined
with
respect to frames. This probably corresponds to the
fact that, in everyday life, a particular frame is very
often highly favouredforpracticalreasons(the
groundbeingthemostcommonexample).The
need to refer to a frame thus disappears, together
with the need for or possibility of changing frames.
Thus the velocity, instead of appearing as a property of thepair(movingbody+frame),naturally
becomes a property of the moving body alone, an
intrinsic characteristic amongst others; again this is
often emphasised by the use of the epithet ‘proper’.
This
concept
of motion
and
velocity has
a
+This does not mean that this model will necessarily lead
to wholly coherent answers, as would an actual theory. It
only means that it permits a coherent explanation of the
answers as a whole.
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number of consequences:
(i) In many problems, proper velocities are exclusively involved, no effort being attempted to define
a frame.
The following exercise is typical: Observer A is
stationary on the bank of a lake; Observer B is in a
boat moving at constant speed parallel to the bank
(figure 1). Lookingtowardstheboat,Bthrowsa

need to distinguish between different velocities for
different frames.
A (stationary on theground)andB(stationary
on the moving pavement M) watch C walking on M
(figure 2 ) .
‘For B, C has its proper velocity. For A, C has its
proper velocity plus the velocity of M’.
Suchanswersarecompatible
with akinematic
composition of velocities.
But
this
is not
the
reasoning path actually followed by most students,
as is shown by the following test:Thestream
in
river R has uniform speed everywhere. Two boats
cross R at different orientations with respect to the
banks (figure 3). Define the trajectories and calculate the crossing times.
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Stream

I

Figure 1
Figure 3
stone straight in front of him. A receives the stone
and throws it back to B, who is hit. Compare the
times of flight of the stone from B toA and back.
The data are of course insufficient tosolvethe
problem. (It is interesting to see whether students
perceive the insufficiency, and what hypothesis, implicit or explicit, they adopt to circumvent it.) Most
students suppose that ‘throwing
velocities’ are the
samefor
A andB,areasonableandperfectly
admissible hypothesis. But these velocities are conceived as ‘proper velocities independent of frame’.
and many students fail to recognise that they pertain to distinct reference frames for
A and B.
(ii) However,situations with dragexemplifythe

i

/

l

l

It appears here that the ‘causes’ of motion combine with one other as forces and not as kinematic
velocities: thecompositiondiagrams,foraboat
starting perpendicular to the bank, frequently appear as in figure 4. Two kinds of trajectories appear
(figure 5 ) :
( a ) Eitheracurveresultingfromtheprogressive
action of the stream-a correct(thoughprobably
not ‘correctly’ obtained) velocity is not sufficient to
induce a correct trajectory.
( b )Or
straight
a
line,
correctly
depicting
the
kinematic situation, but frequently with a justification which indicates a very limited mastery
of the

f
Resultant

Driving force
of stream

Figure 2

Figure 4

Driving
force

Resultant
Boat

Dilving force
of stream

Spontaneous reasoning in kinematics
problem-for instance ‘The trajectory results from
the simultaneous
actions
of the
boat
and
the
stream’.
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intimately mixed with one another, and, needless to
say, we are led very far from galilean or newtonian
mechanics.
4.2. The descriptive component of the natural
model
This component refers to all properties pertaining
to the relative positions of various moving bodies,
irrespective of theorigin of theirmotion.Itinvolves two quite distinct aspects.

4.2.1. Geometrisation of dynamicallydefinedmotion,withtheelimination
of temporalconsiderations.Thisgeometrisation
essentiallyaffects
distances
travelled
and
trajectories.
In thestoneFigure 5
throwing test (figure 1) students are asked whether
the distances of flight of the stone are the same for
bothobservers: 60% answerthatthesedistances
Thus figure 5 ( b ) actually differs from figure 5 ( a ) are equal, because
‘distances are independent of frames’,
as aresult of adifferentintuitionregardingthe
influence of the stream on the motion of the boat: a ‘the distance between two points is found to be the
progressiveinfluence in theformercase,animsame whoever measures it’,
mediate one in the latter. But, in bothcases, vel- ‘it is the same, apart from perspective effects which
ocities are defined as proper velocities, determined
may come into play’,
by driving forces acting on the moving body. The
‘time is the same, hence distance is the same’.
stream here appears as a ‘motor’, a supplementary
Wemaynoticethatreference
is madetothe
cause of thedrivingforceacting
on themoving
positions
and
viewing angles of theobservers.
body,anddoesnotcomeinto
play througha
These observers are pinned to fixed positions when
kinematic composition of velocities, but essentially
theyaretomakespatialmeasurements.Even
if
throughadynamicalcomposition
of forcesora
time is used to define their relative motion, it is n o
composition of causes of motion.
longer necessary when they proceed to
such meas(iii) Removing a drag will often result in the use of urements. Once geometrical problems such as persthe proper velocity alone.
pective or parallax effects have been corrected for,
This statement, which strengthens our points (i) distances will emerge as identical for all observers.
Someuncertaintymaybeapparent:
‘B is sitting
and (ii) above, can be made clear
by the following
test: Swimmer A is at rest, clinging to the bank of in a moving boat’; a correction then follows: ‘The
river R. Swimmer B drifts at constant speed in R. distance flown by the stone is the distance between
A and B observe a
fish which is jumping, roughly
A and B when B is stopped’. Theelimination of
parallel to the stream.
motion and of time is felttobe necessary before
Students will often say: ‘There is only one veloc- distance measurements can be made.
ity for the fish. Once it is out the water,it no longer
Itthusappearsthatthespacewheremotion
experiences the drag of the stream. Its velocityis
takesplacemustbe
unique, independent of obserthus the same for A and B’.
vers, and purely geometrical; time then only appears
The stream again appears as a ‘motor’, and the
to allow passing from one place to another.
presence of this supplementary ‘motor’ relieves the
Thisgeometrisationhasanumber
of consequbody of the necessity to move with a fixed ‘proper’ ences:
velocity determined by its ‘proper motor’. On the
(i) The distance travelled is all the more ‘intrinsic’
otherhand,whenthe
link betweenthemoving
whenstartingandarrivalpointsaredefined
by
body and this ‘dragging motor’ disappears, the velphysical objects in fixed relative positions. Students
ocity is easily thought of as blocked at its proper admit that C (figure 2 ) for one step travels a greater
value. In other words, when this link is broken, the distance for A than for B because ‘when C makes a
drag velocity is not taken into account any further. step,themovingpavement
M alsopushes
him
Thiscomponent of thenaturalmodelproceeds
forwards’. But if C goes from B to another man D,
from,andleadsto,an
inability todistinguishbealso stationary on M, they claim that the distance
tween
purely
kinematic
aspects
and
dynamical
he travels is unique and the same for B and
A. In
ones. This inability also reveals itself in the field of the same way, they all consider that one can define
dynamics (Viennot 1979):when the directionsof the only one distance travelled by C between the time
interaction forces do not coincidewith the direction hestepsonto
M andthetimehesteps
off, this
of themotiontheyproduce,studentsfrequently
distancebeingthelength
of M. (It may bereintroduce an extra force proportional to the velocmarked, in this respect, that a first quick answer of
ity. In bothsituations,velocitiesandforcesare
asimilar kind is oftenobtainedfrom
physicists.
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Whentheycorrectit,
it is throughreferenceto
some d = ut relation. This kind of reasoning is not
at all spontaneous.)
(ii) As positions of moving bodies are fixed prior to
any discussion of distances travelled. the distinction
betweentheseandinstantaneousdistances(separatingpositions of movingbodiestakenatthe
same instant) tends to be blurred. This
is a sourceof
new difficulties.
Wehavesaidthatgeometrisationalso
affects
trajectories:thesetendtobecomewell-defined
curves which canbetransferred
as awholeand
withoutmodificationfromoneframetoanother
(Saltiel 1978, Viennot 1979).
Nine students out of ten (Malgrange and Maury
1976)thinkthat
.a heavybody
(a lead ball for
instance)thrownupwards
by amanonamoving
pavement will fall behind him because
‘when the ball is in the air, there is no physical link
left between it and the pavement’.
‘the ball loses its horizontal speed instantaneously’,
‘the ball must go up and down along
the vertical’.
The first two‘arguments’are
of thedynamical
type; the last one is geometrical: there is only one
possible absolute trajectory for a
falling body, the
vertical, which becomes a sort of rigid object, like a
rule, which can be transferred from frame to frame.
Suchgeometricalanddynamicalargumentsare
often
used
interchangeably,
and
reinforce
one
another within a quite coherent natural model.

will be immediately triggered off for those who are
reminded of a film in which a falling object like G
appears to a falling cameraman to travel upwards.
But such phenomenaareunderstood
as delusions
of perception. which allows themtocoexist
with
‘real’
motion
and
its intrinsic
characteristics.
Galilean relativity is completely ignored.

5 The natural model and its two kinds of
‘invariants’
As shown by the reactions of first-year university
students,thenaturalmodeldisplaystwokinds
of
invariants: dynamic ones, that
is causes of motion
yielding ‘proper velocities’, andgeometricalones,
that is distancestravelledlinked
with positions
(after time has been eliminated).
It was importanttoknowwhethertheserepresentations existed before physics teaching, and to
see to what extent they survived for older students.
First, eleven-year old pupils were presented with
situations where, owing to their own displacement
in a rolling armchair, they perceived the ‘apparent’
motion of a pencil as being
in the opposite direction to the ‘real’ motion of the pencil with respect
to the room. Students strongly refused to accept such
asituation.However,
difficulties were much reduced when only the initial and final points of the
pencilcouldbeseen,andnot
its motionbetween
them (Maury er al. 1977).
Second,a new test was proposedto first- and
4.2.2. Viewpoints of variousobservers.Theprefourth-year university students, which deals with
liminary
investigation
had
shown
that
students
one-dimensional
motion.
An
‘observer
boat’
0
admit rather easily the variations of velocity from finds thattwootherboatsaandbhave,
in his
frame to frame. However, we have seen that moframe,positionsAandBatsomeinstant
t, and
tion is intrinsically definedasaproperty
of the positions A’ and B’ at a later instant
t’. Between t
movingbodyandnot
of observers.Howcan
we and t’, AhasovertakenB.Thesituation
is deexplain this apparent contradiction? The key to this scribed in various frames, and the student must say
riddle is to be found in the ‘well-known‘ distinction whether these descriptions are compatible with the
between ‘real’ (or‘true’)and‘apparent’motions.
account given by 0.
To quote a student: ‘Real motion takes place physi- TWGgraphicalrepresentations
of theobservacally’. Ithasarecogniseddynamicalcause,for
tions of 0 areoffered(lines 1 and 2 of figure 6).
instance ‘proper’ motion, drag motion, and motion
The first (namedthe‘motiontest’)more
readily
resulting from their composition. Only this type
of suggeststhereconstruction of themotion of both
boats in detail.Thesecond(namedthe
‘position
motionappears in calculationsandjustifications,
test’)tendstoeliminatethemotion
of theboats
while ’apparent’ motion is never used. This ‘apparent‘ motion is merely an ‘optical illusion, devoid of between t and t’, and to focus on their instantaneous
any physical reality’ (again a student’s quotation). It relative positions and distances.
In the ‘motion test’, three supposed accounts
of
corresponds to a visual appearance which cannot be
themotion
of theboats
in variousframesare
relatedtodrivingforcesactuallyactingonthe
moving body. As such. it is all the more admissible
that reference can bemadetopracticalsituations
where such motion has been observed. but students
aregenerally
very farfromshowingagenuine
B
B’
A’
I
1
kinematic understanding. For instance, the ’apparent’ motion of the poster on the wall for people on
themovingpavementof
figure 2 is readilyacA
0
R‘
A‘
cepted:thisagrees withdaily experience.Now, if
2
parachutist A drops his goggles G, while parqchutInstant t
ist B has a greater vertical velocity than A, students
will not easily recognise that the velocities of G for
A and B are different. This recognition. however.
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(i) Almostneverdostudentsthink
in terms of
frames, because they feel
no need to do so. They
A
B
B’
A’
feel free to combine kinematic quantities pertaining
I
I
I
I
1
l
to different frames without any special care.
(ii) Forces and velocities are often intermixed, even
A B’
B A’
when all motion is uniform. Our results, together
2
with those of co-workers (Viennot 1979), point to
the fact that velocities as wellas forces exist ‘per
A
0
B’
A‘
se’, independently of referenceframes,andare
3
endowed with causalproperties, so thattheyare
invoked
to
explain
motion
on quite
a similar
B’
A A‘
B
footing.
l
L
(iii) Propzr motion and immobility are defined intrinsically, and not with respect to specified bodies
I
1
or frames. Motion and rest are thus fundamentally
inequivalent, a typical pre-galilean view. For examFigure 7
ple,the following sentencesdescribingthesame
situation-‘A has velocity v and B stands still’ and
depicted(lines 2, 3 and 4 of figure 7),andtheir
‘A has velocity o with respect to B’-do not have
compatibility with the account of 0 (line 1 of figure an identical meaning for students. The first involves
7) must be tested. This is done on the basis of the a causal aspect, and, contrary to the second, cannot
be inverted into ‘B has velocity - U with respect to
necessaryinvariance
of ABand
A’B’undera
change of frames, which showsthat 2 and 4 are A’.Suchaninversion,sincedrivingor‘motor’
admissible, while 3 is not. The results obtained are
A would be
forces are implied, would mean that
stopped and B physically set in motion. Moreover,
presented in table 1. Theyareclearlypoor,even
this is all themore difficult sincequantitiesare
preferentially considered as positive, with the direcTable 1 Percentage of wronganswers in the motion tions of velocities endowed with an intrinsic value
test.
much more strongly perceived than their absolute
values: a car with velocity -100 km h” has speed
Account
First-year
Fourth-year
100 km h” in the ’wrong’ direction.
number
students
students
However,veryoften
physics teachingboth ignores the natural model and even helps to reinforce
74%
75%
it by various imprudences.
80%
75 Yo
In France, for instance, the composition
law for
64 %
75 %
velocities is still often expressed using the conventionalvocabulary
of ‘absolute’or‘relative’
velocities.Thisinevitablyintroducesa
lack of symmetry between frames, and suggests that one velocfortheolderstudents.Thecriteriontheyoften
explicitly use refers to the directions of the motion: ity has a deeper, more
physical meaning than the
it is feltthataandbshouldalwaysmove
in the other(perhapsbecause
it is meredirectlyconsame direction as they do for
0 (account number
nected to a ‘motor’).
1). We encounter again the ‘direction invariant’ (of
Exercises are often presented using a matter-ofdynamical
origin)
obtained
with
much
younger
factvocabulary which bears no directrelationto
pupils.
the more abstract terminology used to express funOn the other hand, when the boat positions are
damental law, that is to define the kinematic model.
givenas in line 2 of figure 6, 90% of first-year A quotation from Zemansky and Sears
(1970) will
students consider that these positions have intrinsic illustrate this point: ‘A motor-boat
is observed to
values and give the correct answer for accounts 2, 3 travelat
16 kmh”
relativetotheearth
in the
and 4: we observe the same phenomenon as with
of east. If the velocity of the
direction37”north
school pupils.
boat due to the wind is 3 km h” eastward and that
due to the current is 6 km h” southward, what are
the magnitude and direction of the velocity of the
boat due to its ownpower?’.It
is importantthat
6 Summary of the natural model: pedagogical
studentsbecomeprogressivelyabletouseboth
implications
The main characteristics of the natural model, com- languages and to translate from one into the other,
but they should be trained and helped to bridge the
pared with those of the ‘correct’ kinematic model,
are summarised iR table 2.
gap.
The fundamental differences between these modAlso, most exercises deal with situations
involvels have several important consequences from the
ing drag effects, for which the natural and kinemapedagogical viewpoint. We should like to stress the
tic models present fewer divergences. It
is imporfollowing:
tant that other problems without drag be presented,
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Table 2 Characteristics of the kinematicand natural models.

model
Kinematic

Natural model

Spatial aspects
Various
‘spaces’

corresponding
to various frames with both
spatial and temporal connections

Unique geometrical space without
time reference, with various
observers

Invariants

Durations, lengths, instantaneous
distances, relative velocities

Durations, lengths, instantaneous
distances and distances travelled,
directions of displacements,
‘proper’ velocities

Composition
laws

A unique law
involving both
temporal and spatial quantities,
appearing under various aspects:
composition of velocities,
composition of distance travelled,
variation of directions of motion
with the frame

Twolaws: a causal law (addition
of driving forces and/or proper

toaccustomstudentstodisconnectmotionfrom
drivingforces.Situations with dragaffordatransitionbetweenthenaturalandkinematicmodels.
Situationswithoutdragarenecessarytocome
fully
into the latter.
Graphicalrepresentations caneasily bemisleading: decomposition of a velocity vector (pertaining
to a unique frame) intoits components (vertical and
horizontal,orradialandtangential)leadstoa
figure which may be readily confused with a velocity compositionillustratingthechange
of velocity
from one frame to another. It would be wise, in the
latter situation, to adopt systematically a graphical
representation with, as a first stage, distinct figures
for distinct frames, and to stress explicitly the conventions involved whenthese figures aremerged
into a single figure.
Finally, classical mechanics is oftenpresented
with limited stress laid upon basic postulates. Only
when relativity is reached are they discussed at any
length, with frames and observers precisely defined,
anddueimportancegrantedtothenotion
of an
‘event’, withitsexplicit
temporalcomponent.We
suggesttheintroduction
of thenotion of instantaneous distance and its galilean invariance, and the
composition law for distances travelled (for uniform
motion), in ordertocounteractthe‘natural’tendency to treat instantaneous distances and distances
travelled on the same footing, and, more generally
speaking, to eliminate the temporal aspect
of motion in favour of its undue geometrisation.
Itseemsto
us very importantthatstudents
should
perceive
the
contradictions
between
the
naturalandkinematicmodels:thattheyshould
recognise the incomplete and sometimes contradictory characteristics of SWR in order that a correct
kinematic model takes its place.
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